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About This Game

Gravity Leo is a 2D platformer based on interesting mechanics and features, the main one of them is the use of gravity. The
player will have to change the direction of gravity and change the speed and dexterity of traps inverse to pass test chambers.

The plot is based on the story of a leopard named Leo, who is a test subject in the test chambers under the patronage of Owen,
the chief computer manager.

The more rooms the main character passes, the more questions arise in relation to what is happening. The main secret is Owen
himself: it is not just a clever technique, but a whole computer ecosystem that manages the complex of test chambers.

Leo's task in this labyrinth is unequivocal: to pass all the trials, save himself and be home again.
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This game looked adorable. I am a fan of platform games, especially those that incorporate gravity bending or other strategic
challenges. Splasher is one of my favourites and I thought Gravity Leo may be similar to that.

I was disappointed to find the game doesn't seem to work properly. I suspect there may be a fundamental flaw in the control
mechanics. I couldn't advance past the beginning level, which was a very straightforward tutorial level. My character simply
couldn't jump high enough, even when using "boost" to jump on the next ledge. After numerous attempts and even trying the
keyboard controls, I couldn't get past this area.

Until this is fixed, the game is unplayable.
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